Technology scaling leads to the reliability issue as a primary concern in Networks-on-Chip (NoC) design. Due to routing algorithms, some routers may age much faster than others, which become a bottleneck for system lifetime. In this chapter, lifetime is modeled as a resource consumed over time. A metric lifetime budget is associated with each router, indicating the maximum allowed workload for current period. Since the heterogeneity in router lifetime reliability has strong correlation with the routing algorithm, we define a problem to optimize the lifetime by routing packets along the path with maximum lifetime budgets. A dynamic programming-based lifetime-aware routing algorithm is proposed to optimize the lifetime distribution of routers. The dynamic programming network approach is employed to solve this problem with linear complexity. The experimental results show that the lifetime-aware routing has around 20 %, 45 %, 55 % minimal MTTF improvement than XY routing, NoP routing, and Oddeven routing, respectively.
Introduction
Networks-on-Chip (NoC) is emerging as an efficient communication infrastructure for connecting resources in many core system. NoC is composed of routers interconnected through a network. NoC provides communication fabrics for data transmission among cores. The data transmission is in the form of packets, which are divided into flits and routed by routers. In NoC, routing algorithm provides a protocol for routing the packets. In other words, the pathways of the packets are determines by a routing algorithm. Generally, routing algorithms are classified into deterministic routing and adaptive routing. Deterministic routing algorithm provides a fixed path given source and destination. Compared to deterministic routing algorithm, adaptive routing algorithm is more flexible. The pathway of a packet can dynamically adapt to NoC traffic or other conditions. In this chapter, we exploit an adaptive routing algorithm to optimize the lifetime reliability of NoC.
With shrinking feature size and increasing transistor density, reliability issue is becoming a primary concern for chip design. The failure rate of electronic components increases 316 % as the features size decreases 64 % [27] . Along with shrinking feature size, power density of chips increases exponentially, leading to overheat. High temperature also greatly reduces the lifetime of a chip. Dynamic thermal management (DTM) techniques such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [13] , adaptive routing [2] are employed to address the temperature issues. The temperature is maintained below a limit to ensure the reliability of a chip. Dynamic reliability management (DRM) is first proposed in [26] , aiming at ensuring a target lifetime reliability at better performance.
The reliability of NoC depends on the routers. The lifetime reliability of a router has strong correlation with the routing algorithm because the lifetime reliability is relevant to operating conditions and temperature, which are affected by the routing algorithm. We conduct a case study to show the distribution of routers reliability under two different routing algorithms, XY and Oddeven. The case study is evaluated in 8 × 8 2D mesh NoC. The detailed description of simulation setup is referred to Sect. 5. The lifetime, measured in MTTF metric (mean time to failure), is normalized to the maximum one. The results are presented in Fig. 1 , which shows the number of occurrences in different MTTF ranges. For both routing algorithms, there is a heterogeneity observed among the routers. Especially for Oddeven routing, the minimum MTTF of router is even less than 20 % of the maximum one. It suggests that the minimum MTTF router is aging more than 5 times faster than the maximum MTTF router. The unbalanced lifetime distribution would become a bottleneck for the lifetime of system. Furthermore, the two distribution functions differ in slop for XY and Oddeven, indicating the correlation of router reliability and routing algorithms.
The above example indicates routing paths can be a control knob to optimize the router reliability. In this chapter, we apply dynamic reliability management to NoC and propose a lifetime-aware routing to optimize the lifetime reliability of NoC routers. Lifetime is modeled as a resource consumed over time. A lifetime budget is defined for each router, indicating the maximum allowed workload for current time. We define a longest path problem to optimize the router lifetime by routing packets along the path with maximum lifetime budgets. The problem is solved by dynamic programming approach with linear time complexity. The key idea is to use lifetime budget as the cost for dynamic programming. Moreover, a low cost hardware unit is implemented to accelerate the lifetime budget computation at runtime.
This chapter is an extension of previous work [28] by adding more detail descriptions, substantial analysis and modified experiments. The main contributions of this chapter include:
(1) Define a lifetime budget for each router, indicating the maximum allowed workload for current period. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the related work. Section 3 discusses the DRM and defines the lifetime budget for a router. Section 4 presents the adaptive routing, including problem formulation and routing algorithm. Section 5 analyzes the experimental results and Sect. 6 concludes this chapter.
Related Work
There are two kinds of failures in ICs: extrinsic failures and intrinsic failures. Extrinsic failures are caused by manufacturing defects and occur with a decreasing rate over time. Intrinsic failures are related with wear-out and are caused due to operation conditions within the specified conditions, e.g. temperature, current density, etc. In this chapter, we focus on long-term reliability management of routers, and only consider intrinsic failures. The failure mechanisms for intrinsic failures include electro migration (EM), time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), stress migration (SM), Negative Bias temperature instability (NBTI) and thermal cycling (TC). A reliability model named RAMP is proposed in [26] , which combines various failure mechanism models using Sum-of-failure method.
In the failure mechanism models, lifetime reliability is highly related to temperature. Most prior studies consider thermal issues, with the objectives to balance the temperature or to take temperature as a constraint [2, 13, 23] . Mulas et al. [23] employed a task migration approach to redistribute power dissipation such that the temperature of multiprocessor system is balanced. Hanumaiah et al. [13] adopted DVFS to maintain the temperature of multiprocessor system under a constraint. Al-Dujaily et al. [2] proposed to balance the temperature of NoC by a thermal-aware routing algorithm. However, the thermal techniques neglect other factors on reliability, such as switch activity, operating frequency, etc. The lifetime could not be effectively balanced.
Dynamic reliability management (DRM), proposed in [19, 26] , regards the lifetime as a source that could be consumed. Reliability management is mainly studied for single-core processor or multi-core processors through various solutions, such as task mapping [14] , frequency control [25] , reliability monitoring and adaptation [22] , etc. Hartman [14] proposed to dynamically manage the lifetime of chip multiprocessors through run-time task mapping. The task mapping obtains data from on-chip reliability sensors and adapts to changing lifetime distribution in the system at run-time. Shi et al. [25] explored DRM for both single-core and multi-core processors. The overall performance expressed as frequency policies is maximized under soft thermal constraint. Mercati et al. [22] proposed a DRM policy based on a two level controller. The controller monitors system reliability on a long time scale and adapts operating conditions on a short time scale. The multi-core system adapts operating conditions with DVFS such that a predefined target lifetime is satisfied.
Since NoC is becoming more important for multi-core system interconnection, reliability management in NoC domain is attracting increasing attentions. Some studies make attempt to improve the NoC reliability through microarchitecture design. A wear-resistant router microarchitecture is designed in [17] to improve reliability of routers. However, they did not consider the routing algorithm impacts on the router lifetime. Task mapping is another solution to improve NoC reliability. A compile-time task mapping algorithm is proposed in [12] to balance the MTTF of NoC. However, at runtime the tasks are mapped on NoC-based MPSoC without considering the variation of runtime operating conditions. The reliability of NoC can also be improved through routing algorithms. Bhardwaj et al. proposed an aging-aware adaptive routing algorithm for NoC [6, 7] . They introduced an aging model that defines stressed links and routers, in which the traffic of a router or link exceeds the upper limit called Traffic Threshold per Epoch (TTpE). However, the routing algorithm actually reduces the workloads of routers with high utilization, which may not exhibit the most aging effects. Different from their works, we directly apply reliability management to NoC, and propose a lifetime-aware routing algorithm to balance the lifetime distribution of NoC routers at runtime. The routing algorithm is based on the dynamic programming (DP) approach, which is proposed by Mak et al. [21] . The dynamic programming approach is proposed for adaptive routing, in which the shortest path problem is solved optimally. The dynamic programming based adaptive routing has already been applied in congestion avoidance [21] , fault tolerance [35] , thermal management [2] , etc.
Lifetime Budget Definition
For lifetime-aware routing algorithm, the lifetime reliability of routers should be provided for the algorithm to update routing decisions. There are mainly two methods to estimate lifetime reliability:
(1) Reliability is estimated through operating conditions history [34] . Using existing mathematical failure models, aging is periodically computed. At runtime, the operating conditions are monitored and provided for lifetime estimation. (2) Aging sensors are used to monitor the aging effects of transistors [18] . For example, NBTI sensors are exploited to monitor the variation of threshold voltage, as the NBTI causes an increase on the threshold voltage of PMOS transistors. However, besides NBTI, the wear-outs of transistors are also incurred by other failure mechanisms such as EM, which could not be monitored by sensors explicitly.
In fact, both methods can be used for our lifetime-aware routing algorithm because the lifetime-aware routing is independent of lifetime estimation. The primary objective of this chapter is on lifetime-aware routing for lifetime optimization. We adopt the first method for lifetime estimation, i.e., the lifetime of routers are estimated from temperature and workload stresses history. We also present a hardware implementation for lifetime estimation in Sect. 4.5.
For long term reliability management of routers, we only consider wear-out related faults. The failure rate, a metric for lifetime reliability, keeps almost constant if the operating conditions (e.g. constant current, temperature, frequency and voltage) keep unchanged. The mean time to failure (MTTF) is inverse of failure rate when the operating conditions are constant. The MTTF due to EM is based on Black's equation [1] as follows
where J is the current density; J cris is the critical current density; E a is the activation energy; k is the Boltzmann's constant; T is temperature. n is a constant depend on interconnect metal used. However, this equation only assumes steady operating conditions, which is not realistic. The operating conditions (temperature, current density) are usually varying due to workload variation. Lu. et al. [19] derived MTTF under time-varying current density and temperature stresses as
where A is a constant related to the structure. j(t) is current, and T (t) is temperature. The varying failure rate, also called lifetime consumption rate, is denoted
. The MTTF is the inverse of failure rate expectation value. Equation 2 is based on the assumption of Electromigration (EM) failure mechanism. We only consider EM because EM is the primary aging factor for interconnection, and the reliability of both routers and links are closely related to interconnection.
Based on Eq. 2, we also derive an equation as an approximation relationship between λ(t) and the routers workload. The current is j(t) =
where p is switch activity. The voltage and frequency are assumed constant. In a router, switch activity is proportional to the incoming rate of a router because the incoming flits are assumed the only stimuli to the allocator. The failure rate can be represented as follows:
where d(t) is the flits incoming rate at time t. The flits incoming rate is the number of flits passing through the router per unit time. The incoming rate also stands for the workload of a router. It is assumed that the ports of the incoming flits are not considered. The equation provides an approximated relationship between the lifetime and routers workloads. Another equation derived in [19] is
where C is a constant. In the equation, lifetime is modeled as a resource consumed over time. As suggested by [19] , we define a lifetime budget for each router, denoted as
where λ nominal is derived from the specified expected lifetime, indicating the constant lifetime consumption rate under nominal conditions. λ nominal is the inverse of expected MTTF, i.e., λ nominal · T f = C. If LB(t) > 0, the expected lifetime could satisfy the predefined constraint, and vice versa. The failure rate is related to operating conditions, i.e., temperature and workload, which are monitored periodically. Under discrete monitored conditions, the lifetime budget is represented as
where LB(n) and λ(n) are the lifetime budget and failure rate respectively at the n-th time interval. The lifetime budget indicates the maximum allowed failure rate for current the period. Therefore, the lifetime is modeled as a source of routers to be consumed over time. The router with higher workloads consumes the lifetime source at a faster speed. From the perspective of packets, the selected path determines the workloads of the routers along the path. Therefore the routing algorithm, which determines the routing paths, plays an important role in the lifetime distribution of routers. In following sections, we propose a lifetime-aware routing algorithm to balance the lifetime distribution of routers. routing algorithm. In this section, we first define a problem for lifetime reliability optimization and present the dynamic programming formulation for the problem. Then we propose an adaptive routing algorithm for lifetime reliability optimization. Table 1 summarizes all notations in this section. 
The optimal cost from s to d in LP form
The optimal cost from s to d in DP form
(d)
The optimal routing direction to node d
The neighbor node in the direction j
Problem Definition
To balance the lifetime distribution, the lifetime-aware adaptive routing aims to find a path with maximum lifetime budget from designated path sets for each packet. Therefore we formulate a longest path problem as follows. Given a directed graph G = (V, A) with n = |V| nodes, m = |A| edges, and a cost associated with each edge u → v ∈ A, which is donated as C u,v . Given two nodes s, d ∈ V, P s,d is the set of minimal distance paths from s to d. The cost of a path
, from s to d, is the sum of the costs of its constituent edges:
. We aim to find the path with the maximum cost of the path, denoted as V (s, d) . The problem can be formally formulated as a linear optimization problem. Let u be a neighbor node of s, and on the one of the minimal distance paths. We have a constraint
. We can obtain the following linear programming:
The above formation yields the optimal path from any nodes s to the destination node d, known as multiple-source single-destination longest path problem. With the nodes corresponding to the routers, the key idea of the adaptive routing is to use lifetime budget as the cost for the path, denoted as
LB i is the lifetime budget of the i-th router r i . The total lifetime budgets along the path p = r 0 = s, ...,
Taking lifetime budget as the cost, the problem is to find a path with maximum lifetime budgets.
Dynamic Programming-Based Formulation
Background of Dynamic Programming. Dynamic programming (DP) is an optimization technique which was first introduced by Richard Bellman in the 1940s [5] . DP has been applied in a variety practical problems, in which the main complex problem can be broken into simpler subproblems. It provides a systematic procedure for determining the optimal combination of decisions which takes much less time than naive methods. In contrast to other optimization techniques, such as linear programming (LP), DP does not provide a standard mathematical formulation of the algorithm. Rather, DP is a general type of approach to problem solving, and it restates an optimization problem in recursive form, which is known as Bellman equation. The optimization or decision-making problems can be expressed in a recursive form as follows:
where V i (t) is the expected reward of the i-th state and R i,k (t) is the reward of transition from state i to state k.
DP Formulation.
The problem to find a path with maximum cost can also be stated in the form of dynamic programming, which defines a recursive process in step k. To obtain the optimal cost from node s to d, the process requires the notion of cost-to-go function, which is expect cost from node s to d. Based on the Bellman equation, the expected cost is updated recursively until the optimality criteria is reached. The Bellman equation can be expressed as 
At each node s, the optimal decision that leads to the optimal path to d can be obtained from the argument of the maximum operator at the Bellman equation as follows:
where j is the optimal decision, which represents the optimal output port or output direction. N (j) is the neighbor node in the direction j. LB s is the lifetime budget of node s. Compared with linear programming, the dynamic programming presents an opportunity for solving the problem using parallel architecture and can greatly improve the computation speed.
Lifetime-Aware Adaptive Routing Algorithm
We propose a dynamic programming-based lifetime-aware adaptive routing algorithm, which is outlined in Algorithm 1. This algorithm outputs the direction to be taken for current node s. First, according to the positions of local node and destination node, the available directions D s are restricted to the minimal distance paths to destination (line 1). If the local node is the destination, the optimal cost is 0 and the routing direction is local port. Given an available direction j ∈ D s , the expected cost is computed by adding up the local cost LB s and the optimal cost from neighbor node N (j) to d (lines [6] [7] [8] . The maximum cost is obtained by taking the maximum value from all V j (s, d), which are the costs of the paths that local node s takes direction j (line 9). Finally, the optimal direction μ(d) is obtained from the argument of the maximum operator (line 10). The dynamic programming-based adaptive algorithm outputs an optimal direction for each router. In the algorithm, the loop is realized in dynamic programming network. The optimal value for local node is propagated to the all neighbor nodes through dynamic programming network. The computational-delay complexity can be reduced to linear.
In this chapter, the routers are assumed wormhole flow control without virtual channel. Deadlock can effectively be avoided by adopting one of the deadlock-free turn model. We adopt west-first turn model for deadlock avoidance [11] .
Dynamic Programming Network
The dynamic programming network, introduced by Mak et al. [21] , is composed of distributed computation units and links. for all directions j ∈ Ds do 7:
end for 9:
Update optimal routing directions 11: end if dynamic programming network. The dynamic programming network is coupled with NoC. Each computation unit implements the DP unit equations e.g. longest path calculations, and propagates the numerical solution to neighbor units. In addition, routing tables are implemented in routers. Algorithm 1 presents the operations required for updating the routing directions using the DP unit. The routing table will be updated periodically by the DP unit. For each router, the temperature and flits incoming rate are also monitored periodically. Failure rate is computed through the lifetime budget computation unit, which is presented in Sect. 4.5. According to the computed failure rate and nominal failure rate, the lifetime budget is updated. The lifetime budget values also propagated to the DP units as the DP costs. The dynamic programming network quickly resolves the optimal solution and passes the control decisions to routers, then the routing tables are updated.
The DP network presents several features to NoC:
(1) The distributed units enable a scalable monitoring functionality for NoC. Each unit monitors local information and communicates with neighbor units, achieving a global optimization. (2) The DP network can provide a real-time response without consuming dataflow network bandwidth due to the simplicity of the the computational unit. (3) The DP network provides an effective solution to the optimal routing.
To converge to the optimal solution, the delay of DP network depends on the network topology. Mak et al. have concluded that the network convergence
Fig. 2. An example of 3 × 3 dynamic programming network coupled with NoC
time is proportional to the network diameter, which is the longest path in the network [20] .
Lifetime Budget Runtime Computation
The failure rate computation is an exponential function, not applicable for runtime computation. Similar to the methods proposed in [33] , we use lookup tables that fit with Eq. 3 to pre-calculate failure rate. The runtime computation process is accelerated. To compute the lifetime budget at runtime, we design a hardware unit called lifetime budget computation unit (LBCU). The architecture of LBCU is presented in Fig. 3 . The temperature related part
is pre-computed and kept in a lookup table. Each entry is corresponding to a temperature range. Another potential problem is that it may require much area to multiply with the incoming flit rate. Instead of computing the multiplication at the end of each time interval, we compute the failure rate per cycle. As shown in Fig. 3 , E, S, W, N, L are from 5 ports of a router, indicating whether there is a flit in current cycle. The failure rate per cycle is computed by multiplying the lookup table result with the sum of the ports. Because the maximum number to be multiplied is 5, the multiplication is only achieved by shifting and addition in stead of a multiplier. A counter is used to judge if it reaches the end of the time interval. At the end of the time interval, the lifetime budget is attained through addition. Despite of a little accuracy loss, the lifetime budget computation is accelerated at runtime while only some basic logic units are used. The implementation of LBCU will be evaluated in terms of area in Sect. 5.7. 
Experimental Results

Experimental Setup
Experiments are performed using Noxim simulator, which is an open source SystemC simulator for mesh-based NoC. In Noxim, the power of routers are modeled using ORION 2.0 NoC power simulator [16] . To model the temperature, we adopt HotSpot thermal model [15] . The thermal configuration is the default configuration of HotSpot. To be more accurate, we adopt the floorplan of Tilera64 processor [4] as the input of HotSpot. The frequency of NoC is configured 1 GHz. The simulation runs for 10 7 cycles. The time interval for temperature monitoring is 5000 clock cycles. And the routing tables and lifetime budgets are only updated at the end of each time interval. We employ Electromigration as the failure mechanism. The buffer depth is 10 flits and the packet size is 5 flits. In the experiments, we compare the lifetime-aware routing algorithm with XY routing, NoP routing and Oddeven routing, respectively. The NoP routing algorithm, a congestion-aware routing, is the west-first turn model with neighbors-on-path (NoP) selection scheme; the Oddeven routing is the oddeven turn model [10] with random selection scheme. Besides, the evaluations are also performed over a suite of benchmarks: 9 benchmarks in PARSEC [8] and 2 benchmarks in SPLASH-2 [32] . The benchmarks are listed in Table 2 . These experiments are performed in an in-house developed simulator [30] . The configurations for the simulator are listed in Table 3 . 
MTTF Distribution
As comparisons with the case study mentioned in Sect. 1, we evaluate the MTTF distribution of the lifetime-aware routing and NoP routing. The injection rate is also 0.005 flits/cycle; the NoC size is 8 × 8. Figure 4 presents the histogram of lifetime distribution. For the lifetime-aware routing, the MTTF distribution is more concentrated than others, namely, the MTTF is more evenly distributed. 
Minimal MTTF Evaluation
The minimal MTTF router is the router with the highest probability to wear out. Because the minimal MTTF is critical for the system lifetime, we evaluate the minimal MTTF of routers, expressed in min{MT T F i }. The evaluation is under synthetic traffic. The traffic pattern is set random and the injection rate is set 0.005 flits/cycle. The routing algorithms are also compared in different NoC size, 8 × 8,10 × 10, 12 × 12. The results are shown in Table 4 . In the 
NoC Overall MTTF Evaluation
We take NoC as a whole and evaluate the overall MTTF of NoC. This based on the assumption that NoC fails when a router fails. Therefore, the failure rate of NoC is the sum of all routers, denoted as λ NoC = N i=1 λ i . The MTTF of NoC is calculated according to Eq. 2. We evaluate the MTTF of NoC under real benchmarks with 4 different routing algorithms. The results are presented in Fig. 6 . From the results, we found that the lifetime-aware routing leads to around 5 % NoC MTTF improvement due to its better lifetime distribution. This is because the overall workloads are almost the same for different routing algorithms, while the lifetime-aware routing algorithm also leads to better temperature distribution.
Fig. 6. NoC MTTF evaluation with real benchmarks
However, the overall MTTF cannot effectively reflect the reliability of routers. The unbalanced lifetime distribution would make some routers age much faster despite of the small differences of overall MTTF. An example is illustrated in [24] , showing that overall MTTF metric is not adequate for overall reliability specification.
Variance of MTTF
Besides overall MTTF, we also use the MTTF variance metric to show that the lifetime-aware routing distributes the lifetime more evenly. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . In the figure, the MTTF variance is normalized for comparisons. The lifetime-aware routing algorithm exhibits the less variance, showing that the lifetime distribution is more balanced.
Average Packets Delay Comparison
To evaluate the impacts on the global average delay, the lifetime-aware routing is also compared with the other three routing algorithms. The global average delay is evaluated with random traffic pattern. The buffer size is configured 10 flits. The comparisons are under flits injection rate from 0.01 to 0.17 flits/cycle. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 . The delay is measured in cycles. It can be observed that the saturated flit injection rate of the lifetime-aware routing is around 0.10 flits/cycle, which is 0.02 less than oddeven routing, 0.03 less than NoP routing, and 0.04 less than XY routing. Therefore, when the injection rate is less than 0.10 flits/cycle, these routing algorithms have similar performance in terms of average packet delay. However, the lifetime-aware routing achieves longer life while has smaller saturation point. It is concluded there is a trade-off between lifetime and performance (average packet delay). 
Hardware Evaluation
We implement lifetime budget computation unit (LBCU) with Verilog HDL and compare LBCU with router in terms of area. The lookup table of LBCU contains 64 entries to keep pre-computed values, which corresponds to different temperature ranges. The size of each entry is 32 bits. The registers for lifetime budget and failure rate value are 32 bits. The router is open-source and developed by Becker [3] . The frequency is 1 GHz. The router is 5-ports input-buffered with wormhole flow control. The buffer size is 4 flits; the flit size is 75 bits.
They are synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler under 45 nm TSMC library. The areas of router and LBCU are 29810 μm 2 and 1529 μm 2 respectively. It can be concluded that LBCU leads to around 5.13 % increase in terms of area. In other words, LBCU can be integrated with NoC with low overhead. In addition, the cost of dynamic programming network is not evaluated in this work. The detail evaluation for dynamic programming network can refer to [21] .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we propose a dynamic programming-based lifetime-aware routing algorithm for NoC reliability management. First, we define a lifetime budget metric for each router. With this metric, a problem is defined to optimize the lifetime by routing packets along the path with maximum lifetime budgets. We propose a lifetime-aware routing algorithm using dynamic programming approach. Finally, the lifetime-aware routing algorithms are evaluated in synthetic traffic and real benchmarks. The experimental results show that the lifetimeaware routing can distribute the lifetime of routers more evenly. The lifetimeaware routing has around 20 %, 45 %, 55 % minimal MTTF improvement than XY routing, NoP routing, Oddeven routing, respectively.
In the future, we plan to optimize both the lifetime distribution of routers and the average packet latency. This is because we observe that the lifetime-aware routing algorithm lowers the performance in terms of average packet delay. A hybrid routing algorithm will probably be proposed taking consideration of both packet delay and lifetime of routers. Similar to [22] , the lifetime is optimized in long-term scale while the performance is optimized in short-term scale. Thus the lifetime can be improved without having much impact the performance. Another possible future work is to exploit the traffic throttling [9] or DVFS in NoC to maintain the MTTF of NoC above an expected value. This is because the lifetime reliability depends on the voltage, frequency and switching activity. The problem can be defined as maximizing performance given fixed lifetime budget. This is similar to the power budgeting problem [29, 31] which maximizes performance under limited power budget. However, the lifetime budgeting is different as the aging process is in a long-term scale. Therefore, the strategies for lifetime budgeting is possibly quite different from power budgeting. In the future work, we will exploit novel strategies for lifetime budgeting problem.
